WEC Meeting
October 20, 2011
General Announcements
Follow-up Items
Budget Running Total: $10,131.79
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Description of item
After reviewing resident feedback, we said we would revisit two
main ideas: becoming better advocates for Westgate and
rethinking standard small activities. Discussion time. See below
for advocacy items.
In conjunction with Nigel and Jenny's thoughts, we should
probably address any changes to coffee hour that we'd like to
implement. We'd like all of your feedback and input.

Priority

$$

Item Type

2

Brainstorm,
Discussion

Coffee Hour
Survey and
Changes

Coffee hour - 1.Starting January the format will
be changed.
2. Residents will be encouraged to participate in
hosting, giving lectures in several topics such as
research, open to host decision.
3. Dinner will not be served but light
refreshments.
4. Coffee hour will be every other week with a
budget capped at $120 per week
5. WEC members are encouraged to connect the
night to an event (games, guest speaker, get-toknow you)

2

Brainstorm,
Discussion

Coffee hour
Supplies

I'd like to buy some nicer serving trays and bowls for coffee
hours (and can be used by other events as well). This could
include a large bin for coffee hour supplies, so that we don't
have to sort through all of the stuff in the UE closet each week.
This of course could depend on what we decide about how
coffee hour functions in the future.

3

Possible Advocacy

Loading dock door difficult to unlock/turn (Michael Collins) - Solved

50

Vote/Decision

No ramp from parking lot to Westgate near the bus stop/no direct crossing (TBD - more info needed) - There are 2 ramps
from each sides of the bus stop, 50 yards apart
Childproof the piano for events, etc. (WEC) - Lis will look up to a good solution (different locks that will try not damage the
piano)
Trash can that used to sit in the lobby is missing. (Found in small lounge) (RLA) – Michael will ask Michael Collins about
securing a new one
Stealing items (RLA) - Ami will check with Michael Collins a camera, laundry room lock or other options. Jenny will ask at
town hall if it is a good idea to put a lock on the door.
Something like wipes with which to clean the laundry room. (WEC - discussion) – Routinely cleaned already
Remodel the lounge, for example lighting, paint, etc. (RLA) - Taken care of by Ifaat and Jason
Making small lounge more usable (WEC) – Make into a small library. Jenny and Lis will discuss the purchase of carrels for
studying
Shopping carts in hallway - is there a more permanent/legal solution (WEC) – Talk to Michael Collins
Recycling/Reuse of moving boxes/ a box depository (WEC) - Space at SB will be allocated for that purpose, taken care of by
Yue
Rats - bushes were removed, email Michael Collins if you see any
Dish washers - looking for a solution, inserting dishwashers to the apartments, taken care of by Yadid and Ami together with
Michael Collins.

